
Tugaske breakdown in the key of G. (A friendly little ditty about a friendly place.)  Feb. 1996.

Hey so it’s morning. The only reason I know is cos the alarm clock has gone off. You see, it’s really 
really dark and the ground outside is covered with snow. But my ancient sleeping bag, tartan blanket
(provided by Timeless) and old mattress on the floor of the student house is actually quite warm. 
The thing is because I came from a tiny country at the bottom of the world to study guitar making at 
David Freeman’s Timeless School of Instrument Making I naturally entered the student house feeling
like I wanted to take up as little room as possible. 

So go on through the old slammy screen door turn right across the floral carpeted living room and 
hit the rickety stairs (not as rickety as the ones going down the basement bathroom etc) and find the
furthest bedroom and  the furthest bit of that little room and there’s my mattress. I share the room 
with a giant of a man, Marti Chartrain, who’s a Meti First Nations guy.

Canadians are generally pretty friendly so I have been made welcome here and within a short time 
the six students staying in the house across the road from Timeless Instruments HQ are getting on 
pretty well, swapping guitar tunes and songs in our down time.  A real home away from home.

While everyone else is sleeping I slip out of my sack and dress so I can conduct my morning ritual, a 
complete circumnavigation of the metropolis of Tugaske on foot. Well wrapped I do this every 
morning to the sound of silence, broken only by crunching boots on snow. It is a ghost town at this 
dark time and there is little light in the sky. At the outer edges of this eighty person village the prairie
stretches into the flat snowy distance on every side. Usually is is 20 below at this time and my beard 
is well iced by the time I return twenty minutes later. 

After breakfast in the student house we assemble in the classroom across the road for our latest 
instructions from the professor, always-smiling-David, who gets things going at 8.30 sharp if you are 
there or not. The workshop is warm and friendly with lots of jigs, wood, tools, photos, drawings, 
paintings, books, and a radio. It’s quite obviously a place of learning and inspiration and hundreds of 
beautiful instruments have been built in this place. That thought is both daunting and encouraging,  
but there’s no time to think because it’s snowing heavily outside and there’s wood to be cut, sanded,
shaped, tapped (yes, students spend a lot of time listening to wood) and we quickly get into the 
creative zone. 

The process is lecture, then demonstration,…then do as he says. David works hard to create a stress 
free relaxed environment where everyone can learn and not feel judged in any way. Basically we are 
free to design and build our own dream! (within reason, one neck on that guitar only please)  If you 
find yourself falling behind, the workshop is open after hours so there are always people mucking 
around at night, catching up on guitar building tasks.

Recreational activities are of the self generated kind in this little place. There’s a bar, post office, 
butchery and gas station/grocery store. The railway line runs past and, like the road alongside, it 
stretches as far as the eye can see in either direction.  On my first weekend I packed a lunch and 
walked through the stillness past old barns and the odd leafless tree for three hours until I hit a 
slight bend in the road. I sat on the rails and ate a sandwich before returning. By night, the same 
road outside town is excellent for lying down on and studying the amazing night sky, which 
occasionally sprouts northern lights (never seen by us in the southern hemisphere).   



Day by day the guitar takes shape and our spirits rise as we forget earlier tasks that might have been 
difficult or even incomprehensible.  Also the weather is warming slightly and when the thermometer
outside the window reaches zero we run outside in the snow in our t shirts. Sunshine! After the 
obligatory snow fight the work resumes. (note to self: never take on a Canadian at snow fighting…
they can run, make snow balls, shoot, and duck all at the same time)

Soon the snow is melting and replaced by slush and people start to come out of the previously 
shuttered up and silent little houses. Eventually there is actually grass spotted and then the 
occasional little flower. Trees are growing leaves and the guitars are being strung up. There is music 
in the air. Everyone is playing their favourite song on their dream guitar. You have Deep Purple in 
one corner and Dylan in the other.  My weekend walks include new bird song, flocks of geese flying 
south and the occasional coyote or fox in the distance.   

With our guitars all made it’s time to say goodbye. In our seven weeks we have become a family, 
forging new talents within ourselves and learning about each other, because of the amount of time 
spent together. I think I only left the town a couple of times during that stay…and we had to dig the 
car out of the snow before that could happen. 

Since then I have made many visits to Tugaske, staying with David, building instruments, hanging out
at folk festivals and mowing his lawn. I have got used to the Canadian thing of quite suddenly 
deciding to make a six hour car trip, the Ukrainian influenced food,  the magnificent birdsong that 
starts up around 3 am in summer (when it is already light), the howling of coyotes at night,  and the 
crisp rustle of the wind in the poplars that shade Tugaske’s unpaved  streets.  

Apparently there’s a Tugaske on Mars too. Not sure if they make guitars there though. 
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